F ormul as a re give n fr om which t he t hermod ynami c fun ctions may be ob tained for po lya to mi c mo lec ules not exhibiting special phenomena, s uch as internal r otati on. Th c cffects of first and second ord er anharmonicities and ro t ational-vibrationa l interaction a re t ,·ea ted in de ta il, as also are t he a ngular momen t um effects of doubly degenerate vibrations in lin ear molecules. This paper prese nts formulas for t he co rrect ions carried to hi gher order than has hithert o bee n a vailable.
Introduction
' 1' 11 er e is occasionally ne ed for accLlraLe th ermodyn ami c funcLions for polyatomic molecules. A defini te cal culating pro ce dure exists for approximate calculations via th e ri gid-ro tator harmonic oscillaLor treatment, with small corrections for effects of anh armonicity, stretching, etc.
This pap er presents formulas for the corrections carried to high er order than ha hith erto b een available. Calculations can thus b e made via th e approximation formulas with accuracy probably comparable with that of the direct summation method using extrapolated formulas for th e en ergy lev els, aside from effects r ela ted to vibrational and ro tational cut-off, which have b een omi t ted.
. Nonlinear Poly atomic Molecules
Th e p arti tion function for th e internal molecular en ergy sta tes may b e wri tten as (1) For nonlinear molecules, (2) is t he rigid ro tator partition function for th e lowest vibrational energy sLate, wher e .110, Eo, and Co are the rotational constan ts for the ground vibrational state, and 'Y is the symmetry number. QIl .O. is th e partition function for vibra tional levels of harmonic oscillators. Qnc is a correction fac tor including (1) a factor 1 + pT. . . for rotational stretching, as shown by Wilson [1] 2 and (2) a factor 1 +edT+e2/T2 for a low temperature quantum correction for ro ta tion as shown by Stripp and Kirkwood [2] .3 Qc is a factor including rotational-vibrational interaction and th e anharmonicity corrections, now to b e tr eated in detail.
The r ota tional-vibrational interaction in its simple form arises from the vibra Lional dependence of the analog ue of eq (2) for higher vibrational states . Before summa Lion over vibrational qu an tum numbers, the dependence is introduced by including th e factor (3) equivalen t to a form introdu ced by B enedi ct [3 ] . 4 With his formul ation, the constan ts in the factor R. come from sums of corresponding constan ts for A v, B ., and Cv• A summa tion procedure adequate to treat this wi th the anharmonicity effects follows, extending the lat ter beyond the linear t erms of Stockm ayer, K avanagh , and Mickley [4] .
I Related to a thesis su bmitted to t he Graduate School of the Un ive rsity of M ichiga n in pa rtial fulfi ll meut o[ the req u iremen ts [or the Ph . D. degree in P hysics.
, Figures in hrae kets ind icate t he li terat ure references at the end of th is pa per. 3 Expressions re prosenting the T 2 rotational stretching e ffect and tho T -3 low temperature correction as well as a low tem peratu re correc tion for symmetry e fTects for d ifTCl'en t classes of rotational levels for t he asym metric rotator arc included in tho thesis.
• An equi valent representat ion in slightly difTercn t form is given in the thesis.
For a given vibrational level, specified by vibrational quantum numbers Vi, 1 ~ i ~ 'Y/" the statistical weight is the product of the n quantities (4) where di is the degeneracy associated with the ith fundamental frequency.
The summation over the vibrational levels may be indicated as (5 ) with the vibrational energy in wave numbers given by The relations between these constants and the more usual ones are indicatedln appendix 1. The Boltzmann factor is separated into two factors, one for harmonic oscillators fit tin g the lowest levels and a second giving the alteration due to anharmonicity WiVi) jkT].
(7)
Qvc, the product of the second factor on the right band side of (7) with Rv, is expanded into a power series whose terms are polynomials in the V's. Defining a function it can be shown that 5 where u i= hcw ;/kT, and that
The factor Qvc can be expressed as a sum of terms, each linear in whatever fis it contains. 6 The results of multiple summation over all v/ s follow by application of eq (10 
There is some advantage in using the logarithm of the partition function from this point on because of analytic cancellations of some higber order terms. The terms removed are cross products without linkage in the subscripts, such as XijXkl , XiiXjk , and a ix}/ , for example.
The with terms of higher order for this and other contributions listed in appendix 4 . At high temperature the first term varies as T and the second as T2. The terms in the appendix are higher than T2 in principal dependence at high temperature.
, See appendix 2. , Relations giving the simpler polynomials in terms of theI's will be found in appendix 3.
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I Similarly, the contribution of higher order anharmonic terms is Th e contribution due to rotational-vibrational interaction is a,d,r,8,+a" d,rt (1 + dir i )8~+ a ,jdidjr irj8 i8j+!a~dir i8~} (14) as far as a's alone are concerned, while th eir mixing with anharmonicities gives (15) In all of these (multiple) summations, if the terms are completely symmetric in the indices that are present, such as i, j, etc., the symmetric indices are to progress in size as with i< j < k, and so forth. For terms not completely symmetric in the indices, the indices not symmetric are simply not to be equal, thus i~j ~k , and so forth.7
. Linear Molecules
There is an additional kind of vibrational-rotational interaction, concerning vibrational angular momentum, which is important for linear molecules. When doubly degenerate vibrations occur, the vibrational energy, eq (6), contains an additional term g= J:. gijlilj. For i$j linear molecules, in addition, there is dep endence of the rotational energy upon l where l = J:.l i, giving for th e two together (16) where J = l, 1+ 1, l + 2 ... , with double degeneracy for Ill> O.
The sum over the rotational levels for J '?l ll follows from a half integer summation formula of the Euler-Maclaurin type [5] '"
~ (2J+ l )exp hcB[J(J + l )-l2]/kT= kT/hcB+ l /3+
J =ili (18) and '"
Q= ~ (2J+ l )e-hcF/kT=(I/'Y) [kT /hcB+ 1/3 + 2 (kT/hcB)2D /B]·e-IlCg/kT. (19)
J =ili
The exponential in g is expanded as a power series and the summations made with Vi increasing by steps of two from 1i to 00, then summing li from -00 to + 00. If g is extended to include possible contributions to In Qc varying as T2 at high temperature, while retaining the gij term needed for nonlinear molecules, as in (20 ) the contribution of g to In Qc becomes Constants of the latter two types in eq (20 ) are not experimentally available at present. For a linear molecule, when there is only one doubly degenerate frequency, with l= l2' the -E v12 term of eq (16 ) is commonly absorbed into the g221 ; term. In th at case, gii of eq (21) represents g22 + E. of the spectroscopist. The free energy function for a mole of a substance in the standard ideal gas state is given by P o being atmospheric pressure, M the molecular weight, and the others known physical constants. The other fun ctions follow by differentiation as given in appendix 5. A tabulation by Pennington and Kobe [6] may also be used for convenient evalu ation of the more important of the contribution here treated.
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v=o
Multiply by X Z -l and differentiate n times with r esp ect to x, getting
For Lbe second m ember of the identity, let
Fol' ,,> Z -I, the only contribution is from th e one term with 1' = Z, giving 1t : t-I or (-l)"n!
xl-Z+n (x_ 1) -I-n. Multiplying both members of the identity by (-I) n (n-Z )!' one has
Inserting e-Ui for x, on e may obtain eq (10 ) by using n = Z + di-l , with eq (9) as the special case given by Z = O.
.3 . Appendix 3
Functions of v in terms of (J(s) (2) v 5 -2v 4 +v 3 =f(5) + 8f(4) + 14f(3 ) + 4f(2 ).
.4. Appendix 4
Additional terms in the formulas given earlier are as follows:
Equation (12 ): 
Equation (13): Equa tion (14):
Equation (15): 
